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Abstract

SL (stereolithography) resins are highly hygroscopic and their mechanical properties are significantly affected by the level of moisture in the environment. In addition, the load response of these materials is highly time-dependant, hence, an appropriate rate dependent constitutive model is required to characterise their mechanical behaviour. In this work, the time dependent mechanical behaviour of an SL resin is investigated under varying humidity conditions using DSI (depth sensing indentation) tests. In the experimental study, a DSI system fitted with a humidity control unit was used to explore the influence of moisture on the mechanical properties of a SL resin. Samples were tested with 33.5%, 53.8%, 75.3%, 84.5% relative humidity (RH) inside the chamber while the temperature was kept constant at 22.5°C. It was seen that hardness and modulus decreased with increasing absorbed moisture in the resin. The parameters obtained through bulk tests were used to develop a coupled stress-diffusion finite element model incorporating rate dependent material behaviour. It is proposed that this model can be used in predicting the effect of the environment on the performance of SL manufactured components.
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1. Introduction

SL resins can be used to manufacture parts using an approach to manufacturing called rapid manufacturing (RM) or additive manufacturing (AM) [1]. The SL process is one of the main processes of AM for polymers and is considered highly accurate and consistent [2]. The materials used in the SL process are termed photo-polymers because they are cured using ultra-violet (UV) light [3]. The majority of these SL resins are thermosetting polymers, such as epoxies and acrylates, with the addition of a photo-initiator. Currently, the SL process has
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limited use for producing end-use parts owing to the instability of SL materials at high levels of relative humidity and long term UV degradation [4]. Hence, in order to increase the applications of SL as a manufacturing process, materials more suited to a wide variety of end-use applications must be developed. One of the material aspects that require significant development is the environmental stability of the SL materials post-build.

Moisture absorption in polymers leads to a range of effects, such as plasticization by weakening of the intermolecular interactions among the functional groups of the chains [5, 6], de-bonding at filler-matrix interfaces [7-9], structural damage, such as micro-cavities or crazes [10, 11], and chemical degradation of the polymer matrix due to hydrolysis and oxidation [10-12]. It can also involve the generation of free radicals or other reactive species which may act as plasticizers or reactants [13, 14]. Long-term exposure can involve a decrease in the molecular weight due to chain scission or the breaking of cross-links in the polymer network [15]. Absorbed moisture significantly affects the mechanical properties and glass transition temperature (T_g) of polymeric materials [6, 7, 9, 16, 17]. The changes in mechanical property of polymeric components due to moisture absorption can be related to their performance and can be scrutinized by performing tensile tests, shear tests, micro-hardness tests, DSI tests etc. on samples after moisture conditioning.

SL parts exhibit spatial variations in properties which can be evaluated by using DSI tests [18]. DSI tests produce quantitative measurements of modulus and hardness with nanoscale spatial resolution by monitoring load and depth during indentation with a sharp or blunt indenter [19]. However, the drawback is in interpreting the data, which is complicated by the complex loading conditions and in polymers moisture absorption and time dependent material response add further complexity.

There have been a few studies on the nanoindentation of polymers in a fully immersed environment [20-24], using liquid cell but, to date, no work has been reported where the effect of varying RH is investigated. In the present work, the time dependent mechanical behaviour of a SL resin is investigated under varying humidity conditions by using a humidity control unit (HCU) to control the environment in a DSI machine. The spatial variations in properties were investigated by testing at different locations and depths. Finite element analysis was performed to simulate nanoindentation under varying relative humidities. In order to extract material properties for use in numerical modelling, bulk mechanical tests and moisture
absorption tests were performed. A time dependent coupled stress-diffusion model is proposed that can be beneficial in predicting the effect of the environment on the performance of SL manufactured components. The schematic of this research work is summarised in Figure 1. Details of the experiments and FEA are discussed in sections 2 and 3 respectively.

2. Experimental methods

2.1 Material preparation

The polymer investigated in the present study is epoxy based resin Accura 60, manufactured by 3D Systems (Rock Hill, SC, USA). The samples were manufactured in a flat orientation using an SLA7000 SL machine also manufactured by 3D Systems with 4mm thickness. Thereafter, the samples were washed in chemical solvent; tri-propylene glycol monomethyl ether (TPM) and cleaned with methanol. Finally, UV light post-curing was employed for 30 minutes to stabilise and improve the mechanical properties of the samples. After being subjected to the post manufacture treatments, all the samples were stored in darkness in a dessicator for 20 days to ensure stability before testing.

2.2 Types of experiments

As shown in Figure 1, three types of experiments were carried. DSI tests were used for investigating spatially resolved material properties. Gravimetric tests were performed to characterise the moisture uptake behaviour and hence calculate the diffusion constants for use in the FEA. Similarly, bulk tensile and compressive tests and creep tensile tests were carried out to generate the mechanical material properties for use in the FEA.

2.2.1 DSI tests

DSI tests were performed on 50x50mm dimension samples under 33.5%, 53.8%, 75.3% and 84.5% RH. The NanoTest 600, manufactured by Micro Materials (Wrexham, UK), was used for the experiments. A Berkovich indenter with face angle of 65.3°, giving the same projected area to depth ratio as the Vickers indenter, was used to produce indents. The conditioning of samples inside the machine chamber was carried out by regulating the humidity via a HCU. This unit consists of an ultrasonic humidifier and dehydration unit, which together can be used to set different RH values. The indentation tests were carried every 24 hours for five days under these environments. In DSI tests on polymers, many researchers have found a bulge or “nose” effect during the initial portion of unloading as a result of creep, which can lead to errors in the calculation of contact stiffness and contact depth [25-28]. This effect can
be minimized in different ways. Most often a dwell/holding time is introduced between the loading and unloading phases [29]. In our present work we have introduced a 300sec dwell time. To compare quantitatively, experimental parameters were kept the same during all the experiments, with 0.5 mN/sec loading and unloading rates and a 20mN maximum load. Five indentations were made 150 µm apart, and the average values of hardness and modulus were calculated using the Oliver and Pharr (OP) method [30]. In this method the initial unloading curve is approximated by a power law, as given in Equation 1.

\[ P = \alpha(h - h_r)^m \]  

Where \( P \) is the load, \( \alpha \) and \( m \) are curve fitting constants, \( h \) is penetration depth and \( h_r \) is the final unloading depth. The derivative of Equation 1 at maximum load is the contact stiffness \( (S) \) as shown in Equation 2.

\[ S = \frac{dP}{dh}(h = h_{\text{max}}) = m\alpha(h_{\text{max}} - h_r)^{m-1} \]  

The plastic contact depth at maximum load is then calculated from:

\[ h_p = h_{\text{max}} - \varepsilon \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{S} \]  

Where \( \varepsilon \) is a constant that depends on the geometry of indenter, which is 0.75 for the Berkovich indenter. The projected contact area ‘\( A_c \)’ is calculated from ‘\( h_p \)’ and then used to find hardness ‘\( H \)’ as shown in Equation 4.

\[ H = \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{A_c} = \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{24.5h_p^2} \]  

The effective modulus can be calculated from stiffness ‘\( S \)’ using:

\[ S = \beta \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}} E_{\text{eff}} \sqrt{A} \]  

Where \( \beta \) is a correction factor that depends on the type of indenter used, with a value of 1.05 for the Berkovich indenter. We can calculate the modulus, \( E \), of the tested material by using Equation 6:

\[ \frac{1}{E_{\text{eff}}} = \frac{1 - \nu^2}{E} + \frac{1 - \nu_i^2}{E_i} \]  

Where subscript ‘\( i \)’ represents values for the indenter.

2.2.2 Gravimetric tests
Gravimetric tests were carried out to characterise moisture uptake in the Accura 60. Curve fitting of this data helped to select an appropriate diffusion model and determine the model parameters, which were later used in the model to carry coupled stress-diffusion FEA. The samples for this test were manufactured with dimensions of 60x60 mm, as recommended in ISO 62 [31]. Five samples were used to obtain an average value for each environment. A digital scale developed by Mettler Toledo Incorporation (Columbus, OH, USA), with an accuracy of 0.1mg was used to weigh the samples. The samples were conditioned in glass containers and kept at a constant temperature (22.5°C ±1). Specimens were extracted at 4, 8, 12, 20, 32, 44, 68 and 92hrs, and then at time intervals of 24hrs. On extraction of conditioned samples, surface moisture was removed with a clean, dry cloth, and each sample was weighed to the nearest 0.1mg. This was completed within 1 minute of removal from the conditioning environment. The conditioning process was continued for 720 hours. The humidity inside each flask was controlled using saturated salt solutions; magnesium chloride, magnesium nitrate, sodium chloride and potassium chloride were used to give relative humidities of 33.5%, 53.8%, 75.3% and 84.5% respectively, with ±1 variation. A graphical plot of water uptake ($M_t/M_\infty$) against ($\sqrt{t}/l$) was made for each environment, where $M_t$ indicates the mass of the total amount of penetrant absorbed at time $t$; $M_\infty$ is the corresponding mass at saturation and $l$ is the specimen thickness. The commercial mathematical programming package Mathcad (by PTC, Needham, USA) was used to obtain the best fit diffusion parameters for the experimental results by using least square curve fitting technique for Fickian and dual Fickian diffusion models, as given in Equation 7 and 8 respectively.

$$\frac{M_t}{M_\infty} = 1 - \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{8}{(2n+1)^2\pi^2} e^{\left[-\frac{D(2n+1)^2\pi^2t}{4l^2}\right]}$$ (7)

$$M_t = M_{1\infty} \left[1 - \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{8}{(2n+1)^2\pi^2} e^{\left[-\frac{D_1(2n+1)^2\pi^2t}{4b^2}\right]}\right] +$$

$$M_{2\infty} \left[1 - \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{8}{(2n+1)^2\pi^2} e^{\left[-\frac{D_2(2n+1)^2\pi^2t}{4b^2}\right]}\right]$$ (8)

2.2.3 Bulk mechanical testing
In order to extract overall mechanical behaviour of materials, bulk mechanical tests; tensile and compressive tests, were performed. ASTM D638 and ASTM D695 standards were used for defining dimensions and testing methods of samples for tensile and compressive tests respectively [32, 33]. The specimens were built in an edge orientation using the SL machine, to avoid build failure. Samples were preconditioned using the techniques described in Section 2.2.2. Both uniaxial tensile and compressive tests were carried at 0.1 mm/min displacement rate at 22.5°C (±1) using universal testing machine Instron – 3366 (Instron Corporation, Norwood, MA, USA) with a maximum load capacity of 10kN. Five tests were performed to obtain an average value. Stress-strain relations, yield stress and modulus values extracted from these experiments were used in defining the elastic-plastic material model for FEA. Tensile creep tests were also performed on that machine at five different stress levels, 26 MPa, 32 MPa, 38 MPa, 44 MPa and 50 MPa. as per ASTM D2990 [34] testing standard. Data from these experiments was analysed using a creep power law relationship between the strain rate (\(\dot{\varepsilon}\)) and applied stress (\(\sigma\)) [35] as:

\[
\dot{\varepsilon} = A\sigma^m
\]  

Where ‘A’ and ‘m’ are the empirical constants that can be calculated by plotting log (\(\dot{\varepsilon}\)) against log (\(\sigma\)). The constants calculated were used in the FEA model to define rate dependent behaviour.

3. Finite Element Simulation of the effect of moisture on DSI

MSC Marc Mentat 2007, a nonlinear FEA program, by MSC Software Corporation (Santa Ana, CA, USA), was used to model load-deformation behaviour of the Accura 60 resin during indentation. 2D conical analyses were carried using a 70.3° half-included angle, which provides the same area to depth ratio as a Berkovich indenter. The indenter was taken as a rigid body and the sample as deformable while friction between their interface was neglected. In the DSI experiments, the indentation area was small compared to the size of sample and if the same size of sample was modelled it would result in excessive computational time and cost. Thus sensitivity to far field analyses was carried to obtain the optimum size of model that provides negligible displacement and stresses at boundaries with the smallest computation time. Results showed 30 \(\mu m\) × 20 \(\mu m\) as the optimum choice and hence a model of this size was used in all the FEA work. To obtain accuracy in the results, a fine mesh was
employed in the contact area while a coarser mesh was used elsewhere. Axisymmetric eight node quadratic elements with reduced integration were used. Mesh sensitivity analyses were performed by varying element size. From the results $0.5 \, \mu m \times 0.3 \, \mu m$ was selected as an optimum element size for all the analyses. Figure 2 shows details of the FE model used in the present work. The constraint in the y direction at the bottom of the figure represents the axis of the axi-symmetry.

The motion of the indenter was defined as load controlled by defining a control node at the point where the point load shown in Figure 2 was applied. In the experiments, an indenter stays in contact with the sample for a few seconds before application of the load, so the same conditions were implemented in the FE model. During DSI experiments, the specimen was glued at its base to restrict its motion in the direction of motion of the indenter (x-axis) and therefore similar boundary conditions were imposed in the FE model. During experiments it was found that the properties of the material are practically the same in all directions and thus the material was defined as isotropic. Elastic-plastic properties were defined by using true stress vs. plastic strain data calculated from the bulk mechanical tests. In order to account for the hydrostatic stress sensitivity found in Accura 60, a linear Mohr-Coulomb (LMC) yield criteria was used. Rate dependency of the resin was modelled by using the power law creep model described in Section 2.2.3. Hence, deformation under the load is the sum of time independent elastic and plastic components from LMC material model and a time dependent component from the power law creep model. Full Newton-Raphson iterative procedure, with an adaptive load step scheme was employed.

In order to generate simulated load-depth plots of indentation under various RH, coupled stress-diffusion finite element analyses were performed. In MSC Marc Mentat software, there is no direct option for moisture transport analysis, however, moisture diffusion can be analysed by adapting the mathematical equations of heat conduction, derived by Fourier, as described by Crank [36]. Therefore, heat transfer analyses in conjunction with stress analyses were used to carry out couple analyses. The diffusion parameters, calculated from the gravimetric test data were used in the diffusion analysis.

4. Results and discussion

4.1 Experimental DSI tests
Figure 3 shows a comparison of load-depth plot for samples conditioned for a day at different environments. It can be seen that indentation penetration depth has increased with increasing RH. This is because an increase in RH in the environment results in the absorption of more moisture in the polymers. The absorbed moisture decreases the intermolecular forces, lowers the glass transition temperature ($T_g$) and, hence, softens the surface, leading to a decrease in resistance to indentation [20, 21, 37].

Figures 4 and 5 show plots of the calculated indentation hardness, $H$, and modulus, $E$, as a function of conditioning time for various environments. It is interesting to see that values of both $E$ and $H$ are not significantly affected at 33.5% RH. This indicates that the saturated moisture content associated with 33.5% RH at 22.5°C has little effect on the polymers mechanical properties. However, at 75.3% and 84.5% RH, the values of $E$ and $H$ fall significantly with conditioning time. We know that calculations of $E$ and $H$ are dependent on value of contact depth [30]. The rate of decrease in $E$ and $H$ decreases with time as the surface layers reach an equilibrium moisture content for that penetration level of RH.

4.2 Diffusion modelling

Figure 6 shows the comparison of results of fitting the Fickian diffusion model (Equation 1) and dual Fickian model (Equation 2) to the gravimetric experimental data at 84.5% RH. It is obvious from the figure that with Fickian model, although the equation adequately fits the early stages of water uptake, it provides a poor fit to the data above 60-70% of the equilibrium uptake. This type of moisture uptake, that has a Fickian-like shape but approaches equilibrium more slowly than predicted by the Fickian model, is termed pseudo-Fickian behaviour [36], and is common in epoxy resins [38]. The dual Fickian model, based on the summation of two Fickian models [39], fits the experimental data very well and was used in FEA model. The Fickian and dual Fickian diffusion constants under various RH are given in Table 1.

4.3 FEA analyses

Results from the coupled stress-diffusion FE analyses, performed by incorporating transient moisture diffusion into contact stress analyses of the indentation process are discussed in this section. Load-depth curves from FEA model are compared with experimental curves at 33.5%, 53.8% and 84.5% RH environments in Figure 7. It can be seen that there is an excellent match with the experimental curves, except during the last part of unloading. This
variation may be attributed to the assumption of frictionless contact and inability of the creep power law to model viscoelastic recovery during unloading. Another reason for variation in the curves could be the difference between the actual tip geometry used in experiments and the ideal conical indenter used in modelling. However, significant parameters such as the indentation depth under maximum load, creep in the dwell period and the initial unloading slope are predicted very accurately by the model for all the conditions.

A series of FE analyses were undertaken to predict the value of H as a function of conditioning time and indentation depth. The contact area $A_c$ was found from the FEA by calculating contact depth $h_p$. The calculated values were then used in Equation 4 to find hardness $H$. Figure 8 shows a comparison of values of $H$ from FEA and the DSI experiments, measured periodically for 5 days under 84.5% RH conditioning. Normalised moisture uptake data is also plotted against conditioning time in that figure. Results show a decrease in the value of $H$ with time as a result of an increase in moisture content in the surface layers. It can be seen in Figure 8 that the prediction from the FEA compares well with the experimental results. Figure 9 compares values of $H$ from FEA and DSI tests at various indentation depths after 12 hours of conditioning at 84.5% RH. The normalised moisture concentration profile calculated from the FEA diffusion analyses is also plotted in the figure. The values of $H$ are low at shallow depths due to the influence of higher moisture content; however, they increase at higher depths as the material indented has lower average moisture content. Again, there is an excellent agreement between the experimental and FEA predicted results.

5. **Summary and Conclusions**

- The effect of moisture, present in the environment, on the mechanical properties of a polymeric SL resin has been investigated using DSI. Experimental results show that the mechanical properties of the polymer are highly dependent on the RH of the environment and that a DSI fitted with HCU is capable of investigating this relationship. The results also indicate that care should be taken to control RH when conducting DSI experiments if the results are to be reliable. The advantage of DSI over other techniques is the small amount of material is required, properties can be spatially resolved and the variation of properties with depth below a surface can be investigated.

- Results from the FEA show that load-depth response from the DSI of polymers under varying %RH can be predicted with good accuracy by employing coupled stress-diffusion
FEA modelling together with appropriate time dependent material and diffusion models. It is demonstrated that values of indentation hardness can be accurately predicted under various environments and depths using the proposed FEA model. This method involves calculating plastic contact depth from the simulation results. Values of H from the FEA show a good fit with the experimental data. Hence, this model can be used in predicting the effect of the environment on the performance of SL manufactured components.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative Humidity</th>
<th>33.5 %</th>
<th>53.8 %</th>
<th>75.3 %</th>
<th>84.5 %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M_{\infty}$ (wt.%)</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>2.118</td>
<td>3.187</td>
<td>3.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$ (cm$^2$/s)</td>
<td>9.772x10^{-8}</td>
<td>8.535x10^{-8}</td>
<td>7.541x10^{-8}</td>
<td>6.937x10^{-8}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{1\infty}$ (wt.%)</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>1.467</td>
<td>1.646</td>
<td>1.211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{2\infty}$ (wt.%)</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.729</td>
<td>1.437</td>
<td>2.209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_1$ (cm$^2$/s)</td>
<td>6.019x10^{-8}</td>
<td>6.725x10^{-8}</td>
<td>7.263x10^{-8}</td>
<td>9.743x10^{-8}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_2$ (cm$^2$/s)</td>
<td>3.314x10^{-8}</td>
<td>4.176x10^{-8}</td>
<td>5.682x10^{-8}</td>
<td>6.754x10^{-8}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Table 1

\(^1\) Table 1. Fickian and dual-Fickian model constants for 4mm thick Accura 60 samples at various RH at 22.5°C.
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